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Hi, I’m Anna Craft, I’m the Metadata Cataloger at UNCG, and today I’m going to talk 
about how we at UNCG support users of Open Journal Systems (or OJS) on our 
campus. 
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OJS was developed by the Public Knowledge Project (PKP), specifically to aid faculty 
and researchers in publishing open access journals. This is a program that you 
download and run on your own web server (though PKP also offers hosted options). 
There are several other OA publishing systems out there; this is simply the one that 
we use on our campus. 
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UNCG started using OJS in 2010, in response to faculty requests for support in this 
area.
We also host OJS for a couple of other UNC system schools - not to make money, 
but to improve collaboration and reduce unnecessary duplication of effort. 
Currently we are hosting an OJS installation for Western Carolina University, and we 
have another in development for UNC Asheville.
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We currently host eleven active journals, and have several others that are in 
development. As you can see, there is a wide range of topics represented here--
from the archival profession to math and statistics to service learning.
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Here is part of a screenshot of the main page for one of our hosted journals--The 
Journal of Backcountry Studies. The OJS system enforces the same basic layout for 
all journals, but there are also options for personalization, as you see with the 
banner at the top. This journal has been around since 2006, it was previously 
published on the web and was moved to OJS after the Libraries started offering this 
service.
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Here is part of a screenshot of an article from the Archival Practice journal. The 
majority of UNCG journals, including this one, make content immediately free and 
open to the public. We do have one journal that requires people to register to read 
articles, but “reader” accounts are free.
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OJS was developed to support peer-reviewed journal publishing. It supports the 
process from initial manuscript submission through dissemination of completed, 
reviewed, published articles. 
It can also be used as a mechanism for just part of this process. We have one 
journal (not included on the list of hosted journals) that uses OJS only for 
manuscript submission and peer review management. They have a separate 
website (that they run) where they publish and disseminate the journal. 
OJS can also be used to disseminate things like conference proceedings. Currently 
the Conference for Entrepreneurial Librarians has a “journal” for its proceedings in 
our OJS system. 
PKP has a similar product called OCS (Open Conference Systems), which can be used 
to create conference websites, manage proposal submissions, and share conference 
materials after the fact. This is not something we currently have on our campus, but 
it is available.
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OJS has a detailed, color-coded display to help editors discern where manuscripts are in the 
review process. A similar screen shows manuscript tracking through the editing process. 
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We support some pieces of the journal creation process, but not all of them. 
Our Electronic Resources and Information Technology Department manages the OJS 
servers, maintains the OJS software, and does initial technical setup for new journals as 
they are requested. This work is primarily carried out by our Digital Technology Consultant, 
who spends approximately 4-5 hours a week on OJS-related tasks (but that number can 
vary). 
I provide user support and software training to personnel at the individual journals. This 
became part of my job in early 2014, after one of my colleagues retired. I was already 
providing somewhat similar support for users of our institutional repository system, NC 
DOCKS, so this assignment made a certain amount of sense. My time commitment in this 
area can vary wildly. Some weeks I might spend an hour on OJS things, other weeks I might 
spend ten - there’s no way to predict what sorts and how many support requests will come 
in. What I can say is that the number of support requests is growing (as is the number of 
journals we support). 
Our Assistant Dean provides outreach, publicity, and faculty relations, particularly to faculty 
members who may potentially be interested in creating journals. She does lots of outreach 
about open access on campus, so she is in a good position to educate people about our 
offerings, including OJS. She generally spends less than an hour a week promoting OJS.
And we also have help from other personnel in technical services, including our 
Multiformats Cataloging Technician, who helps make sure our hosted journals can be 
discovered and used by patrons worldwide. Her work in this area only happens when there 
are records needed for new or updated journals. I’ll come back to this more in a few 
minutes.
This support model is not the only one out there. There is no rule about what hosting 
institutions have to provide; this model has grown organically here, and it is what has 
worked for us so far.
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This is a screenshot of the available roles you can assign within OJS. Not all of these 
will necessarily be used (most journals don’t require subscriptions, so there are not 
usually subscription managers). Individual journals are responsible for assigning and 
carrying out these roles.
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Journal creators all come ready to work on content, but they may not realize some 
of the other skill sets they may need or want in order to make the journal meet 
their desired standards of professionalism. Here are some of the ones we’ve 
identified.
Technical—working in online systems
Graphic design—creating banners and other graphic elements
Web design—customizing stylesheets and web layout. There are some elements 
that are controlled at the top, by our digital technology consultant, but there are 
other things that can be customized journal-by-journal. And it is up to each journal 
to do those things if they want them done.
Copyediting and proofreading for articles
Layout—setting up articles with the desired look-and-feel. Some journals want the 
traditional two-column layout for their articles, which means they need to have 
someone on staff who can meet that need.
Policy issues, which could relate to things like copyright questions and much more.
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These are some of the types of questions we get. We don’t typically get asked 
about content, but we get asked about everything else. 
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To be a little more specific, here are some example questions. Some of these are 
things we can help with - logging in, figuring out where articles are in the review 
process, et cetera. But with questions like “what layout format should I use?”, while 
we can provide examples of how others are doing it, the decision is really up to the 
journal.
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Here is a screenshot of some of the inner workings of OJS relating to submitting and 
publishing an article. This is just one of many screens associated with an article. I 
provide training on the system and the process, but journal staff need to be 
comfortable working in a complex online system that enforces processes—for 
example, a journal editor can’t just upload a pre-approved article and go straight to 
posting it. Articles must be submitted by people in the author role, and must go 
through multiple steps before they can be posted. The system will let you track and 
monitor submissions closely and will also send automated emails to relevant 
personnel if you set up that feature. But if you miss a step, it is easy to get stuck or 
lost in the process, especially for new users of the system.
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At the bottom of the slide, you see a snippet of a spreadsheet we use to 
track our journals and facilitate the creation of MARC records. We include 
information like title, start date, end date, ISSN, OCLC number, and whether 
or not the title has a record in our Knowledgebase. 
This spreadsheet is a relatively new thing, and it is important because while 
I’m the one that works with the journals and knows when there are new 
ones or changes of note, I’m not the one who creates the MARC records or 
Knowledgebase records for them. That’s our Multiformats Cataloging 
Technician. In order to facilitate this process, we wanted to have this info 
easily, readily available for her.
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Our hosted journals are indexed and discoverable via Google and other search 
engines. I did a Google search for Archival Practice a few days ago and it was the 
very first result, as shown at the top of the slide. 
Our journals are also discoverable in WorldCat, as shown at the bottom of the slide
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Our journals are also available in our local A-Z list. Here are results from browsing 
and searching our A-Z list. These results come via records in our WMS 
Knowledgebase.
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And here are snippets of the records that make discovery possible.
In the background you see a snippet of the OCLC record for that same journal, 
Archival Practice, and in the foreground an example of the record for that journal in 
our WMS Knowledgebase. 
Katherine creates the Knowledgebase records, and creates or edits MARC records, 
as needed.
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Journals can request ISSNs themselves through the Library of Congress, and most of 
them do. This is very easy, and it is free. 
They can request ISSNs in advance of publication.
But there’s a little complication with this for us if they do request an ISSN in 
advance.
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Here’s an example of a MARC record created by LC for one of our journals that 
requested an ISSN in advance of publication. 
Can any of you guess what the complication might be for our library?
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We are not a CONSER institution, and we can’t update this record.
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Cataloging aside, we’ve faced some other challenges with this service. 
This software learning curve is probably the biggest one. We’ve had some faculty members 
who have had some frustrations with the software.
We’ve also faced turnover issues, both in the Libraries and on the staffs of the individual 
journals. One staffing model that can exacerbate this problem is the employment of 
students to handle pieces of this process. This model has worked for some journals, but the 
issue with students, as I’m sure you’re all aware, is that they graduate. So if a journal is 
relying heavily on students, especially for things like managing the online system, they can 
end up in a bind when those students graduate. 
One thing that can make communication very tricky is if you have a journal manager who 
starts out at your institution and then goes somewhere else, or if many or all of the journal 
staff are based at other institutions. Sometimes questions come up that could be answered 
in fifteen minutes via a face-to-face meeting, but can take hours or days through email or 
phone conversations.
We’ve also had some requests from journal managers that we haven’t been able to fill. 
Sometimes we can’t fill a request because a change for one journal would affect all of 
them-- individual customizations are limited in a shared, hosted system.
Sometimes we can’t fill a request because the functionality doesn’t exist in the system, 
such as support for display of some special characters used in mathematics and statistics. 
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Here are some of the things we’ve learned. 
Obviously, even though the system is free, it still has costs related to time and 
expertise.
Sustainability planning is important, and should particularly be stressed to journal 
managers. 
We are now requiring that each journal have at least one on-campus contact--if the 
primary journal manager was at UNCG when the journal started, if they leave, they 
must designate another person at UNCG to be the on-campus contact.
We are also trying to be proactive in educating journal managers about the tasks 
they may not realize will be part of their work.
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